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$2.00 a day : living on almost nothing in America

A field guide to lies : critical thinking in the information age / Daniel J. Levitin.

Ã†Cuba! : recipes and stories from the Cuban kitchen / written by Dan Goldberg, Andrea Kuhn, and Jody Eddy.

Addict in the house : a no-nonsense family guide through addiction and recovery / Robin Barnett, EdD, LCSW ; [foreword by Darren Kavinoky].

Alexander Hamilton's guide to life / Jeff Wilser.

All these things that I've done : my insane, improbable rock life / Matt Pinfield with Mitchell Cohen.

American heiress : the wild saga of the kidnapping, crimes and trial of Patty Hearst / Jeffrey Toobin.

Born to run / Bruce Springsteen.

Buddha U : 108 mindful lessons for surviving test stress, freshman 15, friend drama, insane roommates, awkward dates, late nights, morning lectures ... and other college challenges / Victor M. Parachin.

Campaigns on the cutting edge / [edited by] Richard J. Semiatin, American University

Childhood cancer : a parent's guide to solid tumor cancers / Anne Spurgeon, Nancy Keene.

Cookie Advent cookbook : with 24 festive recipes / by Barbara Grunes and Virginia Van Vynckt ; photographs by Annabelle Breakey.

Die young with me : a memoir / by Rob Rufus.

Do parents matter? : why Japanese babies sleep soundly, Mexican siblings don't fight, and American families should just relax / Robert A. LeVine and Sarah LeVine.

Epic cosplay costumes : a step-by-step guide to making and sewing your own costume designs / Kristie Karmada"

Fields of battle : Pearl Harbor, the Rose Bowl, and the boys who went to war / Brian Curtis.

Geheime Leben der BÃ¤ume

Getting financial aid 2017 / College Board.

Glow kids : how screen addiction is hijacking our kids-- and how to break the trance / Nicholas Kardaras, Ph. D.

Grinding it out : the making of McDonald's / Ray Kroc, with Robert Anderson.

Guinness world records 2017.

Habit changers : 81 game-changing mantras to mindfully realize your goals / M.J. Ryan.

Handcuffed : what holds policing back, and the keys to reform / Malcolm Sparrow.

Hidden figures : the American dream and the untold story of the black women mathematicians who helped win the space race / Margot Lee Shetterly.

In such good company : eleven years of laughter, mayhem, and fun in the sandbox / Carol Burnett.

Indefensible / Michael Griesbach.

Inside campaigns : elections through the eyes of political professionals / William J. Feltus, George Washington University ; Kenneth M. Goldstein, University of San Francisco ; Matthew Dallek, George Washington University

Killing the rising sun : how America vanquished World War II Japan / Bill O'Reilly and Martin Dugard.

Let them eat dirt : saving your child from an oversanitized world / B. Brett Finlay, PhD, and Marie-Claire Arrieta, PhD.

Lost champions ; four men, two teams, and the breaking of pro football's color line / Gretchen Atwood.

Marvel Universe crochet / Kati GÃ¡lusz.

Mind : a scientific guide to who you are, how you got that way, and how to make the most of it / Patricia Daniels ; foreword by Todd B. Kashdan.

Modified : GMOs and the threat to our food, our land, our future / Caitlin Shetterly.

My (underground) American dream : my true story as an undocumented immigrant who became a Wall Street executive / Julissa Arce.

Nessie : exploring the supernatural origins of the Loch Ness Monster / Nick Redfern.

Original gangstas : the untold story of Dr. Dre, Eazy-E, Ice Cube, Tupac Shakur, and the birth of West Coast rap / Ben Westhoff.

Pablo Escobar, mi padre. English.

Patient H.M. : a story of memory, madness and family secrets / Luke Dittrich.

Prince : inside the music and the masks / Ronin Ro.

Putin's master plan : to destroy Europe, divide NATO, and restore Russian power and global influence / by Douglas E. Schoen with Evan Roth Smith.

Rudolph the red-nosed reindeer crochet / Kati GÃ¡lusz.

Run fast, eat slow : nourishing recipes for athletes / Shalane Flanagan and Elyse Kopecky ; photography by Alan Weiner.

Seize the day : living on purpose and making every day count / Joyce Meyer.

Si-renity : how I achieve peace and comfort through faith, family, and fun / Si Robertson.



St. Teresa of Calcutta : missionary, mother, mystic / Kerry Walters.

Star Wars year by year : a visual history.

Startalk : everything you ever need to know about space travel, sci-fi, the human race, the universe, and beyond / with Neil deGrasse Tyson

Substitute : going to school with a thousand kids / Nicholson Baker.

Taste of Persia / by Naomi Duguid.

The 15:17 to Paris : the true story of a terrorist, a train, and three American heroes / Anthony Sadler, Alek Skarlatos, Spencer Stone, and Jeffrey E. Stern.

The 22-day revolution : the plant-based program that will transform your body, reset your habits, and change your life / Marco Borges with Sandra Bark ; foreword by BeyoncÂ©â™- ; introduction by Dr.  Dean Ornish.

The 37th Parallel : the secret truth behind America's UFO highway / Ben Mezrich.

The art of rivalry : four friendships, betrayals, and breakthroughs in modern art / Sebastian Smee.

The art of waiting : on fertility, medicine, and motherhood / Belle Boggs.

The autoimmune fix : how to stop the hidden autoimmune damage that keeps you sick, fat, and tired before it turns into disease / Tom O'Bryan, DC, CCN, DACBN.

The Beltway Bible : an A-Z guide to America's no-good, corrupt, incompetent, terrible, depressing government / Eliot Nelson.

The best 381 colleges / by Robert Franek, Kristen O'Toole, David Soto, and the staff of the Princeton Review.

The best seller code : anatomy of the blockbuster novel / Jodie Archer and Matthew L. Jockers.

The Black Panthers : portraits from an unfinished revolution / edited by Bryan Shih and Yohuru Williams.

The cure for catastrophe : how we can stop manufacturing natural disasters / Robert Muir-Wood.

The devil's defender : my odyssey through American criminal justice from Ted Bundy to the Kandahar massacre / John Henry Browne.

The fifty-year mission : the complete, uncensored, unauthorized oral history of Star Trek : the next 25 years from The Next Generation to J. J. Abrams / Mark A. Altman and Edward Gross.

The gilded rage : a wild ride through Donald Trump's America / Alexander Zaitchik.

The killer whale who changed the world / Mark Leiren-Young.

The LEGO Christmas ornaments book : 15 designs to spread holiday cheer / by Chris McVeigh.

The Supremes' greatest hits : the 44 Supreme Court cases that most directly affect your life / Michael G. Trachtman.

The tide : the science and stories behind the greatest force on earth / Hugh Aldersey-Williams.

The true believer : the secret life of Noel Field, Stalin's last American spy / Kati Marton.

The upside of inequality : how good intentions undermine the middle class / Ed Conard.

The wedding book : an expert's guide to planning your perfect day--your way / Mindy Weiss with Lisbeth Levine.

The year of voting dangerously / The Derangement of American Politics Maureen Dowd.

Troublemaker : surviving Hollywood and Scientology / Leah Remini with Rebecca Paley.

TV (the book) : two experts pick the greatest American shows of all time / Alan Sepinwall & Matt Zoller Seitz.

Welcome to the universe : an astrophysical tour / Neil deGrasse Tyson, Michael A. Strauss, J. Richard Gott.

What the f : what swearing reveals about our language, our brains, and ourselves / Benjamin K. Bergen

Where am I now? : true stories of girlhood and accidental fame / Mara Wilson.

Whistlestop : my favorite stories from presidential campaign history / John Dickerson.

Winchester : the gun that built an American dynasty / by Laura Trevelayn.

Wolf boys : two American teenagers and Mexico's most dangerous drug cartel / Dan Slater.

Writings on the wall : a new equality beyond black and white / Kareem Abdul-Jabbar and Raymond Obstfeld.

Your best health care now : get doctor discounts, save with better health insurance, find affordable prescriptions / by Frank Lalli.

You're saying it wrong : a pronunciation guide to the 150 most commonly mispronounced words--and their tangled histories of misuse / Ross Petras, Kathryn Petras.



Addict in the house : a no-nonsense family guide through addiction and recovery / Robin Barnett, EdD, LCSW ; [foreword by Darren Kavinoky].

Buddha U : 108 mindful lessons for surviving test stress, freshman 15, friend drama, insane roommates, awkward dates, late nights, morning lectures ... and other college challenges / Victor M. Parachin.

Cookie Advent cookbook : with 24 festive recipes / by Barbara Grunes and Virginia Van Vynckt ; photographs by Annabelle Breakey.

Do parents matter? : why Japanese babies sleep soundly, Mexican siblings don't fight, and American families should just relax / Robert A. LeVine and Sarah LeVine.

Hidden figures : the American dream and the untold story of the black women mathematicians who helped win the space race / Margot Lee Shetterly.

Inside campaigns : elections through the eyes of political professionals / William J. Feltus, George Washington University ; Kenneth M. Goldstein, University of San Francisco ; Matthew Dallek, George Washington University

Let them eat dirt : saving your child from an oversanitized world / B. Brett Finlay, PhD, and Marie-Claire Arrieta, PhD.

Mind : a scientific guide to who you are, how you got that way, and how to make the most of it / Patricia Daniels ; foreword by Todd B. Kashdan.

My (underground) American dream : my true story as an undocumented immigrant who became a Wall Street executive / Julissa Arce.

Original gangstas : the untold story of Dr. Dre, Eazy-E, Ice Cube, Tupac Shakur, and the birth of West Coast rap / Ben Westhoff.

Putin's master plan : to destroy Europe, divide NATO, and restore Russian power and global influence / by Douglas E. Schoen with Evan Roth Smith.

Run fast, eat slow : nourishing recipes for athletes / Shalane Flanagan and Elyse Kopecky ; photography by Alan Weiner.



Startalk : everything you ever need to know about space travel, sci-fi, the human race, the universe, and beyond / with Neil deGrasse Tyson

The 15:17 to Paris : the true story of a terrorist, a train, and three American heroes / Anthony Sadler, Alek Skarlatos, Spencer Stone, and Jeffrey E. Stern.

The 22-day revolution : the plant-based program that will transform your body, reset your habits, and change your life / Marco Borges with Sandra Bark ; foreword by BeyoncÂ©â™- ; introduction by Dr.  Dean Ornish.

The autoimmune fix : how to stop the hidden autoimmune damage that keeps you sick, fat, and tired before it turns into disease / Tom O'Bryan, DC, CCN, DACBN.

The Beltway Bible : an A-Z guide to America's no-good, corrupt, incompetent, terrible, depressing government / Eliot Nelson.

The devil's defender : my odyssey through American criminal justice from Ted Bundy to the Kandahar massacre / John Henry Browne.

The fifty-year mission : the complete, uncensored, unauthorized oral history of Star Trek : the next 25 years from The Next Generation to J. J. Abrams / Mark A. Altman and Edward Gross.

The Supremes' greatest hits : the 44 Supreme Court cases that most directly affect your life / Michael G. Trachtman.

Your best health care now : get doctor discounts, save with better health insurance, find affordable prescriptions / by Frank Lalli.

You're saying it wrong : a pronunciation guide to the 150 most commonly mispronounced words--and their tangled histories of misuse / Ross Petras, Kathryn Petras.


